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Abstract

The World Health Organization (WHO) recognizes immunization as one of the most successful and effective public health interventions for saving lives. In developing a roadmap for prioritizing use of the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) vaccines in the context of limited supply, WHO highlighted the importance of a values (ethical principles) framework. Immunization does need to be subject to independent ethical scrutiny of vaccine research data, manufacturing practices, the legal and ethical assurance of informed consent, and also social justice issues with respect to program equity, including right to access. An ethics review of Australia’s immunization program was reported in 2012. This CANVax (Canadian Vaccination Evidence Resource and Exchange Centre) Brief offers an ethics review of immunization in Canada using the criteria utilized for Australia.
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Introduction

The World Health Organization (WHO) recognizes immunization as one of the most successful and effective public health interventions for saving lives (1). The effects of immunization reach far beyond the health and well-being of individuals and communities by improving social determinants of health that affect work productivity, equity, institutional stability, economic development and innovation (see Figure 1). The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has focused global attention on the importance of public health interventions and immunization to restore health and well-being of individuals and communities. In developing a roadmap for prioritizing use of COVID vaccines in the context of limited supply (2), WHO highlighted the importance of a values framework (3). This values framework draws from ethical principles focusing on human well-being, equal respect, global equity, national equity, reciprocity and legitimacy. These principles, while important for COVID-19 vaccines, apply to all immunization programs. Immunization needs to be subject to independent ethical scrutiny of vaccine research data and manufacturing practices, the legal and ethical assurance of informed consent, and social justice issues, including right to access.

In this Brief, we offer an “ethics check-up” of Canada’s public health immunization programs and suggest some areas for further improvements.

Figure 1: Immunization and the Sustainable Development Goals

Adapted from GAVI – the Vaccine Alliance (https://www.gavi.org/about/ghd/sdg/)

The check-up criteria used

Immunization programs merit scrutiny for ethical practice not only by practitioners delivering the vaccines to patients but also to ensure ethical principles are followed over the whole program as the communities and populations targeted for immunization vary by age, disease burden, vulnerability and marginalization.
The risks and benefits of immunization might vary in communities seen as vulnerable (e.g. infants, children, pregnant women, immunocompromised and older adults).

Attention to ethical issues has mainly focused on national risk/benefit for policy recommendations and on trust through the lens of vaccine hesitancy/acceptance, while the ethical issues that arise at the front line (benefits, risks, effectiveness, equity and justice, autonomy, reciprocity and trust) have received less attention. Country-wide ethics assessment of immunization programs is a relatively nascent area.

Isaacs (4) developed seven ethical principles to inform assessments of public health immunization programs in Australia. These apply across the program from policy to frontline practices:

- Benefits
- Risks
- Effectiveness
- Equity and justice
- Autonomy
- Reciprocity
- Trust

This CANVax (Canadian Vaccination Evidence Resource and Exchange Centre) Brief applies Isaac’s Australia ethics criteria (4) to Canada and draws attention to several concerns.

Applying the criteria

At the policy level, the National Advisory Committee on Immunization (NACI) and each of the provinces and territories make decisions on who is and who is not eligible for vaccines using an evidence-based framework. NACI is working to incorporate ethics, equity, feasibility and acceptability into their national recommendations (5). Assessment of the outcomes of the application of these ethical principles will only be known over time.

As noted, NACI provides evidence-based recommendations that take into account population burden and risks of disease, including the safety and expected benefits of the vaccine in different populations in Canada. The provinces and territories then make their public health policy decisions about including and paying for vaccine(s) in their immunization programs, for whom it will be made available, how the program will be delivered and whether catch-up programs will be introduced. (This does not include COVID-19 vaccines, for which the federal government is paying.)

Not all vaccines recommended by NACI are equally accessible across the country. Provincial differences in implementation can foster provider and public confusion, raising national equity and social justice concerns to do with access. For example, introduction of conjugated pneumococcal vaccine and varicella vaccine varied across the country, despite that both vaccine-preventable diseases (VPDs) are prominent everywhere (6). The disparity in timing of vaccine introduction continues, with Alberta introducing a school-based human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine program for girls in 2008 and Nunavut only doing this in 2010. Not all provinces and territories offer HPV vaccine catch-up programs for boys, and Nova Scotia’s approval of routine rotavirus vaccine in their infant program only came in 2019, years after other provinces (7). Thus, access to NACI-recommended vaccines varies depending on where one lives in Canada, underscoring equity and social justice issues.

Risk, benefits and effectiveness

Both the benefits of immunization, i.e. prevalence of VPD, and risks of immunization, i.e. adverse events following immunization (AEFI) are tracked in Canada through surveillance systems. Canada has both passive and active AEFI (8) and VPD reporting, with VPD reporting from laboratories now more automated than in the past. VPD and AEFI summary findings are regularly reviewed and discussed within the provinces or territories where they are reported as well as nationally at NACI and the Public Health Agency of Canada (PHAC). There are many examples where the introduction of a new vaccine across Canada has led to a marked decrease in the VPD, e.g. invasive Haemophilus influenzae type b (9) and pneumococcal-related diseases (10), providing data on vaccine effectiveness in Canadian populations. IMPACT (Immunization Monitoring Program ACTive), Canada’s paediatric hospital–based national active surveillance network, which looks for vaccine failures, serious AEFI (i.e. hospitalization) and selected VPD and infectious diseases, has provided much valuable data on the effects of pediatric vaccines over the past two decades. Similar data for the effects of adult vaccines are not routinely collected. The Serious Outcomes Surveillance (SOS) Network collects data on adults admitted to hospital with influenza or pneumonia, but it does not track serious AEFI (11). Neither of these systems collect immunization uptake data for the specific region served by the reporting site, meaning that the effectiveness of the different vaccines locally can only be estimated. The CANImmunize app tailored for COVID-19 vaccines addresses some of these deficits but is not used fully across the country (12).

Vaccine failures are less well tracked. VPD-microbe reporting by microbiology laboratories is increasingly active across the country as they become automated. However, the detected VPD cases may lack information on whether this is a vaccine failure. The need to detect COVID-19 vaccine failures—due to the failure of the vaccine itself and due to program errors such as mishandling of vaccine storage and missed populations/subgroups—in order to establish effectiveness in different age groups and settings has pushed all the provinces and territories to collect immunization data for these vaccines so that vaccine-receipt failures as well as immunization failures can be more readily detected. However, not all regions have quality immunization registries for all vaccines. Overall, the principles of risk and effectiveness could be more broadly and better addressed across all age groups.
Autonomy and informed consent

With respect to autonomy, school-based immunization programs raise unresolved consent and assent issues. While such programs are routinely offered across Canada, the age varies, from Grade 4 (approximately 10–11 years old) to Grade 9 (approximately 15–16 years old). Typically, parents sign a consent form for the vaccines to be administered, but if there is no consent and the student wants to be immunized, or if the consent and the student’s stated decision are at odds, public health practitioners may be unclear about how to proceed and jurisdictional practices differ (13). In the case of positive parental consent with a student refusal, the vaccination is unlikely to proceed. But for the student who expresses a desire to be vaccinated in the face of parental refusal, there is more ambiguity. This uncertainty is confounded by variation across Canada at which age “capacity” is assumed, and the differences in approaches to “mature minors” (14). In Ontario, for example, there is no specific age at which a minor’s capacity is assumed; children are assessed on their capacity to give consent, and this is informed less by their age and more by their understanding, which the healthcare provider must assess (15). Furthermore, some healthcare workers will not disregard the parental veto on immunization even if the minor appears to have capacity. A national standard of practice has not yet been established, which may impinge on adolescents’ rights and undermine ethical consent standards.

Another uncertainty associated with informed consent involves vaccine information meeting user needs. In Canada, each province and territory develops their own patient/parent information packages. While these may draw on NACI information and advice, they often differ, leaving uncertainty as to whether the same vaccine is being described (16). For those seeking to make an informed decision, this can be confusing, if not off-putting, especially when proponents of no vaccination (“antivaxxers”) state that the provided information is inadequate. Improving collaboration on developing materials that provide information about vaccines could make this area less confusing and contentious for those seeking information and may improve coverage in populations where new data confirm safety and effectiveness.

Reciprocity

Canada has a mixed picture of reciprocity for public health immunization programs. Hospital care costs associated with rare serious AEFI are covered by the publicly funded healthcare system. Any long-term disabilities caused by an AEFI may be supported, in part, by disability benefits offered through ministries of community and social services in the provinces and territories. However, these benefits usually do not cover lifelong loss of income due to inability to work. But vaccine causality is not always easy to assess. For example, causality assessment of narcolepsy incidents in Finland and Sweden after administration of the H1N1 vaccine is confounded by the known increased risk of narcolepsy with H1N1 infection, with the virus already circulating in the community when the immunization programs began (17). Disentangling the effect of natural infection concurrent with immunization is not simple. The onset of narcolepsy in childhood has a profound effect on education attainment, capacity for work and many social, family and personal outcomes. There are strong ethical arguments that such serious AEIm,s when due to immunization, should be compensated, especially if vaccines are mandatory (18).

Trust, social justice and equity

Issues of trust may arise for public immunization programs in a number of different areas. A cluster of AEIm,s may undermine trust in the program and in the vaccine if their causality is not addressed quickly and satisfactorily. This occurred in Japan and in Denmark with human papilloma vaccine (22,23). It is unclear if all the provinces and territories or PHAC have serious AEIm,s covered by the publicly funded healthcare system. Issue of trust may arise for public immunization programs in a complex undertaking: there are seven characteristics essential to ensure fair, transparent and efficient operation of a vaccine injury compensation program (21).

Providing mixed messages on AEIm,s, whether vaccine related or a coincidence, can rapidly undermine public trust (25). The media attention when Norway noted deaths in frail elderly people following COVID-19 vaccination illustrates how trust may be easily undermined (26).

Trust concerns also arise when different vaccines are available for the same disease but some are funded and other ones are not (e.g. different influenza vaccines targeting seniors) (27). This also raises ethical issues about cost-effectiveness assessment, social justice and the valuation of equity. Canada’s contribution to COVAX, the global sharing of COVID-19 vaccines, followed by Canada’s plan to receive vaccines from COVAX, unlike many other high-income countries, has raised concerns about Canada’s commitment to global vaccine equity (28). Again, communication is key. We need discussions about public values and priorities that include voices from diverse communities. Moreover, evidence that these voices are valued and taken into consideration must be shown, or trust will be undermined.
Ethical considerations for healthcare practitioners who provide vaccination

Public health nurses and physicians and their office staff represent the front line interacting with patients and caregivers in vaccination situations. The Canadian Medical Association Code of Ethics and Professionalism (29) and the Canadian Nurses Association Code of Ethics for registered nurses (30) articulate the ethical and professional commitments and responsibilities of the medical and nursing professions. The codes provide standards of ethical practice to guide physicians and nurses in fulfilling their obligation to provide the highest standard of care and to foster patient and public trust in the medical professions.

The Codes are not exhaustive; they are intended to provide standards of ethical practice that can be interpreted and applied in particular situations. How these could be applied to vaccination situations, especially for COVID-19 vaccines in these times of vaccine constraints, has not been well articulated.

Conclusion

Overall, this high-level ethics check-up of Canadian public health immunization programs suggests that Canada is generally on the right track, although there is room for improvement. Canada has “pass marks” in relation to principles such as benefits, risk and effectiveness. There are gaps and uncertainties to do with other principles, however (i.e. equity, justice, autonomy, reciprocity, trust). These speak to a need for greater attention to matters affecting other principles, including solidarity and transparency. The COVID-19 vaccine constraint context has further exacerbated some of these concerns.

Universal solutions are not easy given Canada’s size and health system structure; regional differences in prevalence and burden of VPD result in different decisions. Provincial and territorial priorities in health care also result in variation in implementation. Having acknowledged this, readily justifiable steps that can improve collective coherence across immunization settings in Canada can be put into place in the short term; fragmentation and duplication are problematic. For example, providing a simple ethics self-assessment questionnaire for provinces and territories might identify both common and region-specific challenges and stimulate development of effective shared tools and responses.

In addition, jointly developed best practices for issues such as consent and assent in school-based immunization programs would have country-wide benefits. Finally, a comprehensive review of serious AEFIs and the development of a template for AEFI crisis communication are undeniably valuable and within existing capacities. COVID-19 vaccine mass rollouts have added the pressure on this. Leadership is needed to tackle these challenges so that the results of the next ethics check-up—which might consider solidarity and transparency—might be improved.
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